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Abstract—Users can arbitrage against Time-of-Use (ToU)
pricing with storage by charging in off-peak period and
discharge in peak periods. In this paper we design the
optimal control policy and the solve optimal investment
for general ToU scheme. We formulate the problem as
dynamic programming for efficient solution. Our result
is feasible facing multi-peaked ToU scheme. Simulation
studies examine how the user’s cost varies with respect
to the user’s demand randomness; we also demonstrate
the performance of our scheme when aggregating users
for extra savings.
Index Terms—Optimal Control, Electricity Storage, Timeof-Use Pricing

I. I NTRODUCTION
High renewable penetration warrants a flexible power
system, and storage devices provide most flexibility in
the future. The renewables also bring significant uncertainties to power system, which implies dynamic pricing
is ideal to reflect the real time market conditions. Hence,
storage devices are both desired for future power system
as well as future electricity markets.
A. Opportunities and Challenges
In this paper, we take the first step towards understanding
the optimal arbitrage policy with storage system against
dynamic pricing. We simplify the problem by eliminating the randomness in dynamic pricing. More precisely,
we focus on arbitraging against the general Time-of-Use
(ToU) pricing schemes.
Such arbitrage opportunities have been found all over the
world (e.g., in US [1], EU [2], and China [3]). However,
to design the arbitrage control policy is challenging since
the decisions at each period of the ToU scheme are
coupled together. When the ToU scheme consists of
multiple peaks, the task is even more delicate.
We formulate the problem as dynamic programming
(DP) and propose an efficient arbitrage policy for utilizing the storage system. Based on this arbitrage policy,
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we introduce a binary search algorithm to decide optimal
investment storage capacity (storage sizing) in terms of
minimizing electricity bills.
B. Related Work
The major body of literature is on designing the storage
control policies under various pricing schemes. Just to
name a few, Koutsopoulos et al. propose a control policy
for finite capacity storage system for utilities [4]. Van
de ven et al. introduce a threshold-based optimal storage
control policy facing Markovian prices and demands [5].
Qin et al. design a sub-optimal online greedy algorithm
for dynamic pricing and assuming limited information
on the demand [6]. Wu et al. solve the optimal storage
sizing problem in 3-tier ToU pricing [7]. Different from
previous work, we focus on designing the arbitrage
policy and solving the optimizing sizing problem in
general (multi-peaked) ToU schemes.
Next, we introduce system model in Section II. Section III designs the optimal control policy and derives
optimal investment in general ToU pricing. Simulation
studies are conducted in Section IV. Section V provides
the concluding remarks. Due to space limitations, we
provide the sketch of all the proofs in Appendix, and
the full proofs in online supplementary material [8].
II. S YSTEM M ODEL
Consider a multi-peaked ToU scheme, where each day
is divided into n periods and the electricity rate in ith
period is denoted by πi . We assume each day ends with
the off-peak period, i.e., πn = mini {πi }.
Facing such a ToU scheme, a user consumes random
demand Xi in ith period. Let fi (·) be the probability
density function (pdf) of Xi . Based on the ToU prices
and demand distributions, the user may invest a storage
with capacity C to reduce its electricity cost. To better
utilize the storage, the user need decide how much
to charge or discharge at each period. Such decision
problems are coupled together through the capacity
constraint, i.e., the energy in the storage system cannot
be greater than C at all times.

future use based on the reservation of (i − 1)th period
(i.e., ri−1 ), and the random demand Xi . We assume the
storage is fully charged at the beginning of each day
since each day ends with an off-peak period, and the
user will always fully charge the battery during the offpeak. We choose to use ri0 s to describe the states in DP.
It is straightforward to see that the boundary conditions
r0 and rn are both C.

Fig. 1: Decision process and DP formulation.

A. Assumptions
In order to highlight the essence of the problem and simplify our analysis, we make the following assumptions.

Next, we need identify the cost function for DP: the cost
at ith period is due to purchasing ri + Xi − ri−1 amount
of energy from the main grid. Hence, the expected total
cost for each user is as follows:
hXn
i
J =E
πi (ri + Xi − ri−1 ) .
(1)
i=1

Due to linearity of expectation and cost function, this
problem satisfies the principle of optimality, which yields
our DP formulation. We illustrate the process in Fig. 1.
III. O PTIMAL S TORAGE S IZING

A1. The demand is inelastic.
A2. Storage system is lossless, and perfectly efficient in
charging and discharging.
A3. The pdf of random demand, fi (·), is continuously
differentiable, and we assume fi (x) > 0 ⇔ x ≥ 0.
A4. The demands for different periods are independent.
The first three assumptions are standard in the literature.
As for the last one, we will examine the case when the
demands are dependent across periods in the simulation.
B. Dynamic Programming Formulation
We consider two sets of decisions: one is the optimal
investment for storage, and the other one is the optimal
control policy across multiple periods. As for the system
model, we focus on understanding the second task,
which serves as the basis for solving the first one.
To solve a decision problem across multiple periods, one
powerful technique is DP, which simplifies a complicated
problem by breaking it down into simpler sub-problems
in a recursive manner. In our model, the decision problem is for each user to minimize the expected total cost,
while the control space consists of the storage operation
strategies at each time slot.
In this paper, we employ a special form of storage
operation: reserving energy for future use. That is, at
ith period, the user need decide its reservation ri for

Based on the DP formulation, we first propose the
optimal control policy to utilize the storage system.
Then, based on this optimal policy, we solve the optimal
storage investment (storage sizing) problem.
A. Optimal Control Policy
Note that, in our DP formulation, the difficulties are
two folded: the decisions are temporally coupled together, and compared with stationary decision making,
the decisions can be made in a dynamic fashion as more
information is available.
Assuming the user has invested in a storage system with
capacity C. We focused on stationary control policies
(control actions are determined at the beginning of the
control horizon and are fixed throughout the horizon),
and we use the notion of virtual reservation to decouple
the decisions. Later, we will show how to construct the
optimal control policy based on the stationary one.
A control policy with virtual reservation Mi means that
the quantity Mi may violate the physical constraints.
Hence, at the end of ith period, we project the virtual
reservation Mi by the capacity constraints, and reserve
at least min{Mi , C} for future use. We first consider
a stationary policy, and denote Ji (Mi |Mi+1 , · · · , Mn )
as the expected cost after ith period given reservation
Mi+1 , · · · , Mn . We employ backward induction to decide optimal reservations Mi∗ ’s. For simplicity, we define
∗
Ji (Mi ) = Ji (Mi |Mi+1
, · · · , Mn∗ ).

(2)

With such notations, we can show the following lemmas.
Lemma 3.1: If user reserves Mi in ith period, then
Xn
dJi
=−
πj Pji (Mi ),
(3)
j=i+1
dMi
where Pji (Mi ) denotes the probability that by reserving
∗
Mi , Mi+1
, · · · , Mn∗ for future use, j th period is the first
period that the user need charge its storage system.
Remark: The economic intuition of this lemma is simply to express the total marginal revenue by reserving
additional unit of energy in ith period.
To construct the optimality theorem, we need the following lemma to ensure the uniqueness of our solution.
Lemma 3.2: If user reserves Mi ≤ C in ith period, then
d2 Ji
> 0.
dMi2

(4)

With these two lemmas we can prove that a stationary
control policy with virtual reservation is optimal. Specifically, if πi+1 > πi , the optimal reservation exists and is
unique. Otherwise, it is optimal not to reserve, and wait
for the next period to directly purchase from the grid. In
fact, there exists a sequence of virtual reservation Mi∗
which is optimal for any capacity C.
To design an algorithm to obtain this sequence, we first
identify the boundary condition: the optimal reservation
for the last period must be C. Then, we assume that
the capacity C is sufficiently large such that all the Mi∗
will be smaller than C. In this case, Lemma 3.2 dictates
Mi∗ ’s, which yields Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1 Optimal Reservation for ith Period
∗
Input: Mi+1
, · · · , Mn∗
∗
Output: Mi
1: if πi ≥ πi+1 then
2:
return 0
3: else
dJi
4:
solve Mi s.t. πi = − dM
i
5:
return Mi
6: end if

We can solve Mi∗ via binary search since the marginal
revenue is monotonic decreasing. To see why Algorithm
1 also works for arbitrary C, we make the following
observation while deciding Mi∗ ’s.
Lemma 3.3: The optimal reservation Mi∗ by Algorithm
1 depends solely on Mj∗ ’s where Mj∗ < Mi∗ .

That is, for all Mj∗ ≥ Mi∗ , we do not need their
exact values when deciding Mi∗ . Hence, combining
the physical constraints, we know that all the virtual
reservations larger than the capacity C won’t affect the
decision process of other virtual reservation. This yields
the optimality theorem for Algorithm 1.
Theorem 3.4: Algorithm 1 dictates the optimal virtual
reservation sequence for any capacity C.
B. Optimal Sizing for Storage Investment
It is straightforward to solve the problem from an economic perspective. The marginal cost to invest additional
capacity is the amortized cost of storage system, denoted
by πs . Denote the marginal revenue in ith period by
a function in C, M Ri (C). Classical economic wisdom
immediately illustrates a way to decide optimal C ∗ :
Xn
πs =
M Ri (C).
(5)
i=1

All that remains unknown is to decide M Ri (C). In
fact, we can use Mi∗ ’s to help us understand M Ri (C).
When Mi∗ ≤ C, more investment won’t lead to any
more revenue in ith period. More investment leads
to more revenue only at those periods whose virtual
reservations are larger than the current capacity C. This
also illustrates why we stick to use virtual reservation
throughout the paper. More specifically,
(
0,
if Mi∗ ≤ C
(6)
M Ri (C) =
dJi
− dMi Mi =C − πi , otherwise
Substituting eq. (6) into eq. (5), we can solve the optimal
sizing problem via binary search.
Nonetheless, eq. (5) does not always admit a solution due
to a too high amortized cost. We seek to give a sufficient
and necessary condition to guarantee a solution to eq.
(5). This condition is related to the local maximal and
local minimal prices1 .
Corollary 3.5:
Denote all local maximal prices by H1 , · · · , Hm and all
local minimal prices by L1 , · · · , Lm , then if and only if
Xm
πs ≤ πmax =
(Hi − Li ),
(7)
i=1

eq. (5) admits a unique solution.
Remark: Note that πmax is the maximal marginal
revenue that one unit of storage capacity can achieve.
1 If the electricity price of a period is higher (lower) than the adjacent
periods’, we call it a local maximal (minimal) price.
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Fig. 2: Sample multi-peaked ToU pricing scheme.

Fig. 4: Merge users for more savings.

effect is most remarkable till aggregating the first 10
users. This effect diminishes after 20 users’ cooperation.
This observation can help decide the effective size of
aggregator for arbitrage.
V. C ONCLUSION
We investigate the optimal control policy and the optimal
storage investment facing general multi-tier ToU pricing.
We submit that a sequence of virtual reservations can
achieve the most electricity bill savings.
Fig. 3: CV v.s. the average cost gap.

Hence, it is straightforward to see that when the amortized cost πs is larger than πmax , then the user would
rather not invest in any storage.
IV. S IMULATION
We evaluate the performance of our proposed scheme
with real households profile (in summer of 2016) from
Austin in Pecan Street [9]. We consider a 4-tier multipeaked ToU pricing scheme from Ontario Energy Board
[10], as shown in Fig. 2. We assume the amortized cost
of storage system is 2 ¢/kWh.
Figure 3 examines how the user’s cost varies with respect
to the user’s demand randomness. We use coefficient of
variation (CV) to evaluate such randomness. For each
user, we calculate the normalized cost gap between the
case of random demands and the case of constant demands (the mean value) to demonstrate the cost savings.
It is evident that higher CV leads to higher average cost.
That is, for each individual user, it is desirable to reduce
its randomness in demand.
However, reducing the randomness may not always be
feasible for individual user. One possible way is for
individuals to cooperate and merge into a single entity
for arbitrage. Figure 4 illustrates that aggregating more
users can indeed reduce the average cost. However, such

There are quite several interesting future directions. We
seek to relax our independent demand assumption and
provide more theoretical insights. In this case, a control
policy with virtual reservation may not be optimal in that
historical information will affect our future reservation.
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VI. A PPENDIX

Denote the true reservationPby Ni = min{Mi∗ , C}.
n
Then, we know Ji (Mi ) = j=i+1 πj E[uj ], where uj
is the purchase in j th period. More precisely, E[uj ] can
be obtained via the law of total probability:
n
X
j=i+1

X

πj

E[uj |Q] · Pr{Q},

Otherwise, Mi∗ is the unique solution to
Xn
πi =
πk Pki (Mi ).
k=i+1

A. Sketch proof for Lemma 3.1

Ji (Mi ) =

Hence, in this case, regardless of the exact value of Mj∗ ,
it won’t affect Mi∗ .

(8)

all sequence Q

(12)

And it suffices to show that for Mj∗ ≥ Mi∗ , all Pki (Mi )’s
are irrelevant to Mj∗ . By the definition of Pki (Mi ), it is
the probability that k th period is the first period that
the user need charge the storage. Due to the fact that
Mj∗ ≥ Mi∗ , Pki (Mi ) = 0, ∀k > j. For k < j, Pki (Mi ) is
not related to Mj∗ . The only remaining hurdle is when
k = j. Note that
Xn
Pki (Mi ) = 1,
(13)
k=i+1

where Q denotes a sequence i < Q1 < · · · < Qm < j
and we charge at periods {Q1 , · · · , Qm , j}; given Q,
uj = Nj − (NQm − XQm +1 − · · · − Xj−1 ).
Taking the derivative with respect to Mi will lead to our
conclusion in Lemma 3.1.


we know that
Pji (Mi ) = 1 −

Xj−1
k=i+1

Pki (Mi ),

(14)

which is also irrelevant to Mj∗ . Thus, we complete the
whole proof.

D. Proof of Theorem 3.4

B. Sketch proof for Lemma 3.2
We prove the theorem by backward induction. For the
last period, the optimal reservation is C, which is the
boundary of our algorithm, and is optimal.

From lemma 3.1 we have
n
X
dJi
=−
πj Pji (Mi )
dMi
j=i+1

(9)

When computing the second order derivative, the key is
d2 Ji
to identify that after mathematical manipulation, dM
2
i
has the following form:
Xn−1 Xn
d2 Ji
=
Djk ,
(10)
2
k=i+1
j=k
dMi
where
n
X



n
X
Djk = Ak πk −
πj Pjk (Nk ) ≥ 0,

j=k

Suppose the reservation for i + 1th period to the last period are all optimal. For ith period, if Mi∗ > C, then the
marginal revenue must be greater than 0, which implies
that reserving C is optimal and the conclusion holds.
Otherwise, from Theorem 3.3, we know that Mi∗ is not
related to the reservation which is greater than C. Thus,
it suffices to prove the conclusion when the capacity is
sufficiently large. Due to induction hypothesis, we can
show that reserving Mi∗ is optimal in this case, and also
optimal for arbitrary capacity C.


(11)

j=k+1

and Ak is a positive coefficient. The last inequality
holds due to the optimality of Nk . And for period
k = n−1, this term is strictly positive. Hence, the lemma
immediately follows.

C. Proof of Lemma 3.3
For j < i, regardless of exact value of Mj∗ , it won’t
affect Mi∗ . Next, we focus on the case when j > i.
When πi+1 < πi , it is straightforward to see that we
need not reserve anything at ith period, i.e., Mi∗ = 0.

E. Proof of Corollary 3.5
The maximal profit that unit storage can achieve is
Xn
max{πi+1 − πi , 0}.
(15)
i=1

Separating the whole periods by H1 , · · · , Hm and
L1 , · · · , Lm , we can observe that from each local minimal price to local maximal price (rate increasing periods), all the prices between these two periods in (15)
can be eliminated. For other periods (rate decreasing
periods), max{πi+1 − πi , 0} is always zero. These two
observations immediately lead to our conclusion.


